Politecnico di Milano - DEIB - April 27th, 2021
This event will be held online from 11:00 am to 01:00 pm

ENEL OPEN MEETING
We are a multinational company changing the face of energy, one of the world’s leading integrated utilities. As the largest private player in producing clean energy with renewable sources we have nearly 88 GW of installed capacity of which around 49 GW of renewable capacity. Distributing electricity through a network of over 2.2 million kilometers, we serve more than 74 million end users, being the first private network operator globally, and proudly bringing energy to around 70 million homes and businesses, the largest global customer base.

People are the heart of our energy: our Group is made up of approximately 67,000 people from more than 30 countries and our work is based on our values of Trust, Responsibility, Innovation and Proactivity. Diversity and inclusion play a key role for us, leading to our being recognized in all three of the most prestigious indices and rankings that assess corporate performance on gender diversity at the workplace and beyond: the Refinitiv Diversity Inclusion Index, the Bloomberg Gender Equality Index, and the Equileap Gender Equality Global Report & Ranking.

Our commitment to continuous innovation and putting sustainability at the core of our business has placed us amongst the top 50 most sustainable companies worldwide nominated by the SEAL Business Sustainability Awards and prompted us to become a member of the United Nations Global Compact to make a tangible contribution to four of the UN’s seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Let’s shape the energy of the future together.

The event, starting at 11:00 am (we invite participants to connect around 10:45 am) and lasting approximately 2 hours (estimated end time: 01:00 pm), will have the following agenda:

- **Overview of the Company**  speaker from Employer Branding Unit  
  
  *Speaker: Claudia Laddaga*

- **Infrastructure & Networks: sharing experiences**  
  
  *Speakers: Gianni Ceneri, Luana Alfonso*

- **Job opportunities and tips to approach job interviews**  
  
  *Speaker: Rachel Koons*

- **Q&A session**

Please, enroll to the event filling in this [online form](#).

This event will take place online in a [WebEx virtual room](https://politecnicomilano.webex.com/politecnicomilano/j.php?MTID=m4bc28c937a531c8e8c1f7968d11c). In order to attend the seminar, please, go to the following link:

[https://politecnicomilano.webex.com/politecnicomilano/j.php?MTID=m4bc28c937a531c8e8c1f7968d11c](https://politecnicomilano.webex.com/politecnicomilano/j.php?MTID=m4bc28c937a531c8e8c1f7968d11c)  
*password: KnVihmKK833*